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**VERONICA SMART**

**VARIATION BETWEEN AETHEL- AND AEgel- AS A NAME-ELEMENT ON COINS**

The appearance of personal name forms in AEgel- in late Anglo-Saxon documents and coins has for some time been a matter of difficulty and controversy. The earlier view, in spite of the fact that this spelling occurred in pre-Conquest sources, was that it represented an OE sound-change and that its occurrence in English was due to Norman influence. Both Forssner1 and von Fellitzten2 accepted that an element "AEgel-" cognate with OG Apil- (and unrelated to Aethel-) did not exist in OE, but, while Forssner considered OE names in AEgel- to be hybrids compounded with OG Apil-, von Fellitzten recognised that it must be a variant of Aethel-, but attributed its use in pre-Conquest charters to 'Romance-speaking clerks employed in the royal chancery'. He recognised, however, that this could not satisfactorily explain its appearance on late tenth-century coins, from the time of Aethelred II onwards, and that the interchangeability of Aethel- and AEgel- had been largely inferred from the prosopography of the moneys. Since the source of the sound-change was supposed to be continental, he was obliged, on very little grounds, to suggest a foreign origin for the makers of the coin-dies, and concluded that 'the subsequent enormous popularity of AEgel- on coins may be largely a matter of fashion'. Campbell has gone so far as to call it 'an affectation'. 3

Some thirty years after his observations in Pre-Conquest Personal Names in Domesday Book, von Fellitzten contributed a commentary on the moneys' names to the catalogue of Sir Frank Stenton's Anglo-Saxon coin collection published in SCBI 11. 4 By then views had changed, largely as a result of Eilert Ekwall's discovery of parallel sound-changes in North Germanic languages, 5 and his suggestion on this analogy that the change [ð] to [j] could have been a native OE sound-change. More recently still, Dr Fran Colman has discussed the variation as it appears on late Old English coins. 6 She describes the sound-change as one where [ð] becomes [j] between two vowels, the second of which is followed by front j, and suggests by showing the development of pairs of words from the same root that the tendency existed in early OE and possibly even in Primitive Germanic.

Dr Colman's listing of variant forms by reign and mint shows clearly that although the AEgel- form is found as early as Aethelred II's reign it is extremely rare before the accession of Cnut, whilst AEgel- forms are similarly rare on coins of Cnut's successors. Since Cnut's reign is thus crucial for the changeover it seemed that it might prove useful to define the chronological and geographical distribution of the variant forms.

All the coins in any given coin-type of this period may be considered to have been issued within at most some six years of each other, 7 yet each type normally exhibits considerable variation in the spelling of its moneys' names. This is because traditional spellings continue to be used alongside spellings which presumably indicate a more contemporary pronunciation. It is most unusual for the changeover from an older to a later form to be either abrupt or exclusive. In this particular case, however, the changeover is remarkable, for it is achieved over the whole reign but within one issue, the so-called Pointed Helmet type, dating according to Dolley's scheme c. 1024-c. 1030. In the first issue of Cnut's reign, Quatrefoil, AEgel/-AEgel- forms are as rare as they had been in Aethelred II's, and AEgel- forms are almost non-existent in the last issue, Short Cross. With the exception of the name Aethelstan, for which no AEgel- forms are recorded, 8 the distribution of variants in the inter-
veming Pointed Helmet type seems to indicate that the changeover in spelling was systematic (perhaps mandatory), and was linked with a major reorganisation in the coinage which took place in the early 1020s. 9

The design of Pointed Helmet is consciously innovatory, since it shows the king in a warrior's helmet of contemporary style, whereas previous helmed portraits were carved from Roman coins. From the introduction of Pointed Helmet onwards there is a marked difference in the profile of weight-standard graphs; the range covered by the weights of coins within one issue becomes much narrower, and the majority conform much more closely to the presumable standard. 10 In the provision of dies to the mints, a matter of considerable interest to the Crown, there are major changes.

Cnut had taken over from Æthelred II a decentralised die-cutting organisation based on the larger boroughs, which supplied dies not only for their own mints but also for the smaller mints which came within their spheres of influence. Nine different regional styles have been studied in Æthelred II's last type but regional die-cutting workshops are discernible throughout the reign. 11 This practice may have been deliberately instituted to spread the risk of losing die-cutting facilities under Danish attack, but Dr Pauline Stafford has argued convincingly that it was more likely a concession to local interests, since the revenue from the provision of dies would have been of considerable value to a borough. 12 Whatever the origin of the system of die-provision, Cnut seems to have been willing in the first instance to continue with it, 13 probably because his acquaintance with the administration of a coinage must initially have been slight. There are signs that when a second issue was due there was a decision to make some changes. The pattern that emerges from a study of dies suggests that a new centralisation was attempted. 14 Two 'national' workshops of uncertain location, possibly at London or Winchester, seem to have provided the dies for the Pointed Helmet issue for the whole country with the exception of some mints in the North-East and the East Midlands. York retained the privilege of using local dies throughout the issue; the East Midlands group appears to have begun the issue with its own dies but to have joined the national network quite early in its currency-period. The centre of this latter group was probably Lincoln, supplying Norwich, Stamford, and Thetford, as well as the Lincoln mint itself. Both York's and this group's early dies are characterised by the retention of the older formula of reverse legend, e.g. GODMAN MO EOP instead of the GODMAN ON LYNDE formula adopted elsewhere, and epigraphically by the continued use of the old angular S where the national style was to use £. The two groups are distinct from each other. York used the abbreviation MTO where Lincoln had simply MO, and the obverses of the Lincoln group frequently display the curious feature of replacing the R of REX with a trefoil of pellets.

The scenario appears to be one of an innovatory, modernising organisation in the South increasingly taking over the provision of dies for the whole country but temporarily permitting local interests to retain in York and Lincoln die-cutting centres where old-fashioned usages persisted. It is in this context that the Æthel- to Ægel- changeover on the coins appears.

Apart from a small group of Northumbrian coins of the ninth century (probably an irregular issue) which give the king's name as AEILRED, 15 the first appearance of the name-element in a form other than ÆDEL-, ÆDE- is on a coin of the London mint c. 990 reading AECELPIINE. 16 AECELPIIN appears on coins of Bath and Shaftesbury in Æthelred's last type c. 1000-1016 but only on one die for each mint. 17

ÆTHEL- AND ÆGEL- AS A NAME ELEMENT ON COINS

For Shaftesbury the form ÆDELRIIC is also found in the same type.

Similarly in Cnut's first type, ÆGEL- forms are very rare. AEGELPINE and AEGELRINE appear on a small group of Severn-style dies cut for the Bristol mint, 18 and AEGLET, AEGLIGT on two London-style dies for Bedford. 19 The confusion of the second form suggests that the g of the second element -geat may have influenced the form by anticipation. In spite of the proximity of the three West Country mints which introduce Ægel- spellings, it is difficult to find any connection in die-cutting provision between the Æthelred and Cnut coins, since Bath and Shaftesbury seem to have been provided with their dies in Quatrefoil from Exeter and Winchester rather than from the Severn area.

Thus the coins show that the Ægel- spelling was known in England as early as the 990s and was used, though only very rarely, in the next three decades. In the 1020s, with the introduction of Pointed Helmet and its attendant innovations, the picture is completely changed. Ægel- spellings become the rule, the exceptions following almost exactly the lines of demarcation between the major 'national' school and the remnants of local die-cutting. At York where the local die-cutting workshop provided dies throughout the issue, ÆDEL- forms persist and ÆGEL- first appears in Short Cross with the absorption of York into the national network. At Lincoln where local die-cutting was surrendered during the currency of the issue the picture is not so clear, but there is good reason to associate ÆDELMER- forms with early local die-cutting.

Six Pointed Helmet dies are known for Lincoln of a moneyer ÆTHELMER. 20 Of these, two read ÆGEL- and as might be expected these conform to the 'national' style. Of the remaining four reading ÆDEL-, three also have the MO formula, which we saw was a characteristic of the Lincoln school, and one of these is coupled with the :EX version of the royal title. The obverses of the others, though reading REX, nevertheless have a very similar form of lettering which suggests the same workshop. There remains one anomalous Lincoln die on which ÆDELMER appears with the ON formula, and which is found coupled with a 'national' obverse. This die must belong to the later phase of the issue.

Although the Lincoln workshop provided other East Midlands mints with dies in the early phase of the Pointed Helmet issue, there are none with moneyers' names relevant to this discussion, except for two curiosities. One is a piece in the National Museum Copenhagen, described as 'an electroteype, in which case from an unknown coin, or perhaps a base striking from official dies'. 21 Thus, though the metal is suspect, the dies are to be accepted as authentic. The legend is ÆDELMER ON SVDBV and the mint must be Sudbury in Suffolk. Although the ON formula is used, the obverse has the :EX feature associated with the East Midlands group. Norwich and Thetford received dies from that centre and there is no difficulty in including Sudbury in its sphere of influence.

The other case concerns a penny of Bath, a mint which one might have assumed to be well outside the orbit of the East Midlands centre. This coin, however, not only reads AEDELRIC MO BADVM but also has the :EX obverse. 22 It cannot be explained as forgery or imitation, as no imitator would have been aware that ADELE-, MO and :EX were features that went together, and the classical and complete form of the mint-signature rules out any attribution to another mint. Why the Bath moneyer should have obtained this die from the East Midlands centre is an enigma, but that is clearly the workshop in which it was made.
These then are the broad lines of the distribution of *Æthel-*/Ægel- forms on 
Cnut's coinage: *Æthel-* is found in the first issue, Quatrefoil, almost exclusively, 
survives in the second type, Pointed Helmet, only in two northern centres as long as 
local die-cutting is permitted there, and disappears almost completely elsewhere and 
thereafter in favour of *Ægel-* Anomalies to this rule are very rare. 23

It seems then that as part of a reorganisation in the coinage c. 1023 a deliberate 
decision was taken to use the spelling *Ægel-* systematically in the 'national' die-
cutting centre(s). It cannot be the fault of one die-cutter, since many hands must have 
been employed in so large an enterprise, though it need be no more than the preferred 
spelling of a scribe who transmitted the lists of moneys and mints to be supplied 
with dies. It may however be something more: an attempt to regularise spelling in 
conformity with a general change in pronunciation. Forms in *Æl-* exist on coins 
which antedate the general adoption of the *Ægel-* form. In many cases it is impossible 
to determine whether *Æl-* stands for *Æthel-* or *Ægel-* but there are some mints 
where *Æl-* and *Ægel-* appear with the same deuterothème and without the 
presence of parallel *Æl-* names. At Ipswich one finds *ÆlBERHT* alongside 
ÆDELBERHT in Quatrefoil; 25 Winchester has *ÆLMAER* in the same type; 26 and 
other examples can be provided from Shaftesbury, Southwark, and Winchester.

It would appear, then, that the early occurrence and subsequent popularity of 
*Ægel-* forms on coins, which has frequently been cited without any attempt at closer 
definition, is something rather different from simple evidence for a phonetic change 
in Old English. For that we have probably to look at those *Æl-* forms which pre-date 
the use of *Ægel-* spellings. Though the variation certainly has a significant geo-
dgraphical distribution, the explanation lies in administration rather than in dialect. 
The abruptness and arbitrariness of the change in orthography marks it out sharply 
from the usual process of slow replacement and frequent regression by which the 
representation of chronological sound-change normally takes place. To this extent, 
whilst accepting the origin of the usage in the native OE sound-change cited by Ekwall 
and von Pellizzen and defined by Colman, one must concede the justice of von 
Pellizzen's earlier comment that 'the enormous popularity of *Ægel-* on coins may be 
largely a matter of fashion' and even Campbell's charge of 'affectionat'. 27
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The material in this paper was originally part of the introduction to my thesis Moneyers of the Late Anglo-Saxon Coinage 1016-1042 (Nottingham, 1981). I am grateful to Cecil Clark, Fran Colman, Stewart Lyon and Peter McClure who have read the paper in its various stages and have made comments on the material and suggestions for its presentation here.

The sources I have investigated are:

1) a slim file of papers called Post Dissolution Loose Documents Box 10 (Dean and Chapter Archives, Prior's Kitchen, Durham Cathedral). This is the sole source of names before 1700.

2) The Catalogue of Plans of Abandoned Coal Mines (published by the National Coal Board, Durham Division, 1958) which is regularly updated. This is a very useful source of pit-names, but unfortunately the only dates one can be sure of finding are the years when the pits ceased working. Information as to when the workings were started is never given; so the period during which the names were in active use cannot be discovered from this source.

3) The Library of the North-East Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineering in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. It would take years to explore the vast quantities of maps, plans, view books, diaries and legal documents in this collection, but my own limited search suggests that almost everything discoverable about the names connected with coal-mining in the North-East is to be found there.

4) The Northumberland County Record Office, Gosforth.

5) Newcastle-upon-Tyne City Library.

The first main distinction to be made is between the use of the words 'colliery' and 'pit' and thus of the names they generate. 'Colliery' carried a range of meanings in the eighteenth century from 'the right to work coal', through 'coal-working' (potential or actual) to the physical workings themselves consisting of pits, shafts, drifts, engines, etc. This is perhaps best illustrated by quotation:

'I desire to treat for the Colliery of Heaton' (William Coatworth writing to the Mayor of Newcastle, January 18th 1717);

'An Acco5 of what pits may be sunk annually in Heaton Colliery from 25th March 1726';

'A PLAN being a Side Plan of the Present Wining of the South End of Heaton Colliery . . . Knab & Thistle Pits' (Amos Barnes's View Book 1736).

As the right to work coal was normally governed by the lease by a landowner of a defined area of land, a colliery-name almost invariably consists of a pre-existing place-name plus 'Colliery'. The names are often those of parishes (Heaton, Kimblesworth, Lanchester), townships (Coundon Grange, Heworth), or minor surface names (Prior Close 1677, Tanfield Moor Edge [almost invariably abbreviated to TME] 18th). Only occasionally are they named after their owners (The Deane and Chavers Colliery 1692-8). A colliery-name is thus a name given to all the workings on and